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The Indian deep ocean mission will seek to develop the technologies required for exploring and, then, extracting minerals in the deep seabed ...

Explained: India launches deep ocean mission; what is seabed mining and its challenges
India is looking to tap into the seabed to explore and extract minerals. Here's how it plans to go about it and the challenges involved ...

EXPLAINED: As India Launches Deep Ocean Mission, Here's What You Need To Know About Seabed Mining
Nitrous oxide is a potent greenhouse gas, 300 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. Global emissions of N2O are on the rise as a result of human activities — and their impact on ocean ecosystems.

Nitrous oxide, a powerful greenhouse gas, is on the rise from ocean dead zones
Once a year, National Ocean Month celebrates the many ways that the world ocean ... Trent Dillon has spent the past four years focused on mechanical engineering research related to wave energy. His ...

Next-Gen Researchers Seek Opportunities in the Ocean
Many are left with questions as the death toll climbs in Surfside, Florida, after an oceanside condo tower partially collapsed.

OSU engineering professor looks at questions surrounding partial collapse of Florida condo
Sri Lanka has grown in popularity as a second-home destination for foreigners, though the pandemic offered a window of opportunity for local buyers.

House Hunting in Sri Lanka: Open-Air Grandeur With Ocean Views
Things turn bad when a shark turns up, so it becomes a survival thriller with five people stranded on a raft drifting in the middle of the ocean ... “You’re in the elements,” Wilson ...

Australian shark attack flick ‘Great White’ hopes to take bite out of U.S. box office
Critical Elements Lithium Corporation is pleased to announce that it has retained the services of Mr. Gerrit Fuelling as a lithium market and contracts expert for its hydroxide engineering study.

Critical Elements Retains Ex-Rockwood Lithium Expert for its Hydroxide Engineering Market Study
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Five of seven crew racing on the Dehler 46 Favonius, including owner Greg Dorn, will set sail this week on their first West Coast to Hawaii race.

Sailing in Marin: Locals take on first big ocean race since COVID
Fisker Inc. today announced the opening of several Fisker-dedicated operational areas at Magna’s world-class manufacturing facility in Graz, Austria.

Fisker Ocean Takes Next Steps Towards Manufacturing Milestones
Since the Quadrilateral Security Dialogue (or Quad) was revived in November 2017 after a decade of dormancy, analysts have seized upon the Biden administration’s enthusiasm for the ...

The risk of a military-focused Quad
Stanford-led expeditions to a remote area of Yukon, Canada, have uncovered a 120-million-year-long geological record of a time when land plants and complex animals first evolved and ocean oxygen ...

Longest known continuous record of the Paleozoic discovered in Yukon wilderness
In general, these exercises are called ‘PASSEX’ or Passage Exercises are routinely conducted by the Navy as an endeavour to build interoperability and enhance levels of joint operations with friendly ...

The saga of valiant air battle at Sea, and no impediments should be there to miss her
The newly completed prototype engineering and manufacturing centre will drive the first build phases for the Ocean. New Delhi: American EV automaker Fisker Inc. has started production for the ...

Fisker teams review Ocean SUV manufacturing areas at Magna plant
Modern Luxury Fashion Director and VP of Creative James Aguiar and Ocean Drive Editor in Chief Paige Mastrandrea hosted a VIP group of guests for a private shopping experience, where attendees took in ...

Ocean Drive Celebrates the Re-opening of Gucci's New Boutique
These are the best beach hotels for families in the U.S. in places like Myrtle Beach, Miami, Laguna Beach, and Pensacola.

18 of the best beach hotels in the U.S. for families whether you're traveling with a baby, teen, grandparents, or pets
CORPUS CHRISTI, Texas — A major rehabilitation project for Ocean Drive continues to make progress ... the assistant director of engineering said. "I think the new roads, as its evident by ...

An update on the Ocean Drive road revival project
which is really awful,” said Dr. Norma Jean Mattei, with UNO’s Engineering Dept. While the catastrophic failures are reminiscent, the experts say the causes of the collapse will likely be very ...
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